Our Six Reasons to
question the Tram
project

Reason One – A Grave and
Fundamental Flaw
These tables show, in column 5 for NO2 and Column 6 for PM10 pollutants, that in both cases
the number of households facing WORSE air quality rises from 77,950 to 139,500, and from
70,200 to 134,500 when you compare the situation without the Tram in 2026 to the predicted
situation AFTER having implemented the Tram in 2026 when comparing to the situation in 2001

Table from the STAG 2003 project appraisal report done by one of the world’s leading project management
consultants, employed to do the main assessment report FOR tie and Edinburgh Council themselves.

Reason Two - Known, Serious and
Compelling Threats
This table shows that comparing gains in life expectancy for individuals the improvement
in terms of extended life, by reducing pollution is 3 to 5 times more effective than
eliminating RTAs and around 3 times more effective than eliminating passive smoking.
Which makes us feel It is therefore reasonable to suppose without any evidence to the
contrary that increasing pollution will harm life expectancy

From the Institute of Occupational Medicine in a presentation by the University of the West
of England made to Air pollution experts held at Victoria Quay in Edinburgh-Summer 2010

Reason Three – Clear & Present Danger
Part of a large scientific study that states clearly traffic related pollution
is found to worsen asthma, especially, but not only, for existing
asthmatics. It can turn mild asthma into a more serious condition and
even create asthmatic conditions where previously none existed

From statistics collated by Kings College London

Reason Four – How the same number of
vehicles can create more pollution
As shown here ‘pollution’ is not simply ‘tail pipe’ (exhaust) gases, but a mixture of these
with abrasion from brake, clutch, and tyres. This is worse in congested, stop-start-stop
driving which is precisely what is happening in the unsuitable, winding route through the
streets in questions

Reason Five- Measuring where traffic no
longer is - while not measuring where it has
gone
If something gives rise to a significant change in traffic volumes or peak traffic flows an
AQ (Air Quality) assessment should be done. If the type of traffic changes, as it is in
the streets in question an assessment should be done. No proper AQ assessment has
been done in the correct place.

From AEA the international consultants to governments on Air Quality and it’s importance

Reason Six- Main roads are emptiedresidential streets fill up with pollutants
The graphic of the cloud effect shows streets with increased levels, although Great
Stuart Street and connecting streets are experiencing this now, all these other streets will
see the same things happening--- remember that 134,500 households worse off figure?
You can begin to see below where it comes from by contrast the old main roads, around
which all previous planning has revolved now show enormous decreases in vehicles ?

From statistics produced by City of Edinburgh Council themselves

The Concern
As the long, wide, straight main routes are emptied for the Tram, we see the winding,
narrower, short routes become heavily congested.
The resulting exhaust AND abraded particulate pollution is far worse than on the old main
routes….far higher levels, at higher concentrations, for longer.
People live all day and all night in these streets—they don’t simply shop there for a few
hours, so they are exposed far more massively than shoppers and tourists to these
HIGHER levels of pollution.
Every piece of new scientific data goes to show these particulates are a MAJOR danger to
health and even life…. They cause asthma and they shorten life.

These ‘six reasons’ are all based on scientific facts
and data that respected studies have produced
over many years.
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There are many more facts, as compelling as those above
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These facts are the facts that the Council’s own STAG 2003 report prediction showing
134,500 homes with worse air quality by 2026, was created using data from either
these studies quoted above, or similar ones. .
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If the Council push on with the tram without a proper and accepted Environment and
Health Impact study they could be propelling the City towards a Public Health disaster
in a few short years
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This document, and the evidence behind it ensures that the Councillors and Officers
will not be able to say they did not know, what would happen, if they choose to
continue down the present course and do nothing.
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There are always solutions - but to find them first requires the political will and
organisational energy to first discover the facts and not suppress them any longer.

